Volvo Trucks Australia

Advanced Herd Bullbar engineers have worked closely with Volvo Australia dealers in the design of our 2009+ VOLVO FE, FM, FH and FH16 Heavy Duty FUPD Bullbars to suit both Radar and Standard models. We specialize in FUPD Heavy Duty bullbars and bumpers and this new VOLVO range is no exception.

All VOLVO 09+ FM or FH Heavy Duty truck Bullbars have added headlight protection - should you require more upper cabin protection contact our sales team regarding the Hi-Top design.

Lower centre pipe compact spotlight brackets suit Hella Rallye FF4000 Driving Lights

Our FM & FH Bullbars are compatible with the VOLVO Adaptive Cruise Control ACC unit

ADV7781 VOLVO FM 09+ 5AP RADAR & NON RADAR FUPD Bullbar Approval No. FUP10682/09 Suitable for 2003-2009+ Models

ADV7780 VOLVO FH 09+ 5AP RADAR & NON RADAR FUPD Heavy Duty Low Profile Bullbar Approval No. FUP10682/09 Suitable for 2003-2009+ Models

The 09+ FM and FH bullbars have great strength featuring four point eye bolt mounting into the lower steel mount in addition to the upper truck body frame.

ROAD TRAIN signs can be fitted to the FM & FH 09+ main beam - an alternative turn indicator light bracket will be provided.
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ADV7778 VOLVO FE 09+ FUPS Compatible
“Low-Top” Bullbar
Approval No. FUP1062/10

VOLVO FH 09+ 5AP FUPD Bullbars suit both RADAR & non RADAR No cutters fitted to inside ADV 7780

ADV7780 CUSTOM VOLVO FH 09+ 5AP FUPD Bullbar suits both RADAR & non RADAR Trucks Has ADV7722-13 Indicator brackets mounted at top of bar plus M22 S/S Bolts in lieu of yebolts

Our FM & FH 09+ Bullbars are suitable for 2003-2009+ Volvo truck Models

ROAD TRAIN signs can be fitted to the FM & FH 09+ main beam - please request when ordering as an alternative turn indicator light bracket is included.

ADV7780 VOLVO FH 09+ 5AP FUPD Heavy Duty Low Profile Bullbar suits both RADAR & NON RADAR models
Approval No. FUP10682/09

ADV7781 VOLVO FM 09+ 5AP RADAR & NON RADAR FUPD Bullbar
Approval No. FUP10682/09
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CAD drawings show how our VOLVO Bullbars are compatible with the VOLVO Adaptive Cruise Control ACC Doppler Radar units installed in the 09+ FM and FH models.
FUPD Testing Compliance and Certification
Advanced Herd Bullbars FUPD testing is conducted in-house on a purpose built test rig under supervision by an independent approved VASS certified competent entity. All documentation pertaining to tests are available to recognised transport authorities upon request. At Advanced Herd Bullbars we treat the design criteria to meet FUPD certification as our minimum standard. Photos show ADV7477 being tested under pressure.

Test only one side if bar design is symmetrical

P1, P2, P3 represent the test points at which test loads as dictated by ECE R93 and ADR84 are applied.

In-house FUPD testing ensures design integrity and conformance - we offer a 100% money back guarantee that our FUPD certified products conform to ECE R93 and ADR84.
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